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Executive Summary 
 

 

The increasing popularity of football has transformed the sport into a multibillion dollar industry. This 

transformation has resulted in a widespread use of technology in football such as the video assistance 

referee, automatic goal detection and trackers to monitor the performance of the players.  

However, football matches are still refereed by humans who take decisions based on their visual 

information alone. This causes the referee to make incorrect decisions which might strongly affect the 

outcome of the game. Through this project, TU Eindhoven intends to develop a system with an intelligent 

technology that can monitor the game in real time and make fair decisions autonomously based on the 

observed events. This project is a first step toward this goal. 

Our goal for this project was to develop an autonomous refereeing system using a drone that can assist a 

remote referee to take decisions for a 2 x 2 Robot soccer game. To realize this goal a team of seven PDEng 

trainees worked together with an objective of building capabilities in the hardware that was provided. 

The primary capabilities or tasks that are important realize the drone referee are, (a) to define the system 

architecture, (b) enable the drone for an autonomous flight, (c) to detect and flag ball out of pitch and 

robots collision, (d) and provide a HMI for the remote referee to take decisions and view the live game 

feed.        

The architectural description of the system was defined by using a task skill based model, this  paradigm 

is quite often used to define system architecture of robotics systems. This approach has helped us to 

appreciate the compositions required for an application to perform certain tasks.  

To detect if the ball is out of pitch, the position of the ball has to be know first, this was done by using a 

camera mounted on the drone. To this end a C++ algorithm that uses image processing, drone co-

ordinates and the field dimensions was developed to accurately determine the ball position.  Moreover, 

to detect the collision between robots a collision detection algorithm was developed. By accessing the 

world model of the robots, this algorithm uses position and velocity information of the robots to detect a 

collision.  

Test results show that ball out of the pitch and collision can not only be detected accurately by the 

respective algorithms but they can also send this information to the supervisory controller via an UDP 

interface. A supervisory controller developed in CIF receives this UDP signal sends this signal to the HMI 

of the remote referee. The HMI has been developed using Matlab GUI function.    

The recommendation for the future are as follows (a) to localize the drone using multiple sensors and 

sensor fusion algorithms. This will enable the drone for an autonomous flight, (b) simulation results reveal 

the best position of the drone is along an predefined area inside the pitch, this result can be used to 

develop a path planning strategies for the drone, (c) and finally FPV cameras can be considered to provide 

a live feed to the remote referee. 


